In this paper we characterize those 3-manifolds M 3 satisfying ZΘZΘZC ^i(Λf). All such manifolds M arise in one of the following ways:
1. Introduction. In [1] it was shown that the only possible finitely generated abelian subgroups of the fundamental groups of 3-manifolds are Z n9 Z θ Z 2 , Z, Z θ Z and Z θ Z θ Z. The purpose of this paper is to characterize all M 3 satisfying ZΘZΘZC π x (M). To explain this characterization recall that the Bieberbach theorem (see Chapter 3 of [8] ) implies that if M is a closed 3-dimensional flat space form then ZΘZΘZC π x (M). We let M,,... 9 M 6 denote the 6 compact connected orientable flat space forms in the order given on p. 117 of [8] . Similarly N l9 ... 9 N 4 will denote the non-orientable ones. For explicit descriptions see §2. One of the main theorems from [3] refer to any such manifold obtained this way as a projectively flat space form. In this identification procedure it is not necessary to identify all boundary components.
(1.2) EXAMPLE. M X is the torus S λ X S ι X S x and the involution can be taken to be ι(x, y 9 z) -(x, y 9 z). 193 Throughout we work in the PL category and use [2] for a standard reference. Section 2 contains the descriptions of the space forms, section 3 contains a topological characterization of them, and §4 has the proof of the main theorem.
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Flat 3-dimensional space forms.
In this section we will briefly summarize some of the basic facts about flat space forms -see [8] for details. Recall that a complete connected riemannian manifold is a flat space form if its sectional curvature is constantly zero, and that the classical Bieberbach theorem states that a 3-manifold M 3 is a flat space form if and only if its universal covering space is R 3 and the deck transformation group π,(M) is acting on R 3 by rigid motions. This is also equivalent to the existence of a regular covering by a flat torus
For such a 3-manifold M there is therefore an extension
where G -π { (M) is torsion free and Ψ is a finite group. Moreover the abelian subgroup Z θ Z θ Z can be taken to be maximal abelian. Conversely we have the following result of Bieberbach: an abstract group G is the fundamental group of a 3-dimensional flat closed space form if G is torsion free and there exists an extension 1 -* Z θ Z θ Z -> G -> Ψ -> 1 with Ψ finite and Z θ Z θ Z maximal abelian in G. If p: Ψ -*G1 3 (Z)is the representation associated to an extension then ZΘZΘZ is maximal abelian if and only if p is faithful. Thus the affine classification of flat space forms in dimension 3 proceeds by first classifying the finite subgroups of G1 3 (Z) up to conjugacy and then by determining which ones correspond to torsion free extensions. If p: Ψ -> G1 3 (Z) is a representation then the congruence classes of extensions NZΘZΘZ-^G^t^l associated to p are in 1-1 correspondence with H 2 (Ψ; R), where R is the Ψ module ZΦZΘZ. Then it is easy to see that G is torsion free if and only if the cohomology class X E H 2 (G; R) restricts to a non-zero class in H 2 (Z p ; R) for each subgroup Z p c G, p a prime.
Proceeding in this way it is a routine matter to classify 3-dimensional flat space forms up to affine diffeomorphism. It turns out that the only possible holonomy groups Ψ are 1, Z 2 , Z 3 , Z 4 , Z 6 , Z 2 θ Z 2 in the orientable case and Z 2 , Z 2 θ Z 2 in the non-orientable case.
Let a l9 a 2 , a 3 denote a fixed basis of R 3 and let t u t 2 , t 3 be the corresponding translations. If A is a 3 X 3 matrix with respect to this basis and v G R 3 then let (A, t v ) denote the affine map
Then the classification of space forms up to affine equivalence is given by the following two theorems. 
The normal subgroup Z θ Z θ Z is generated by the translations t l9 t 2 , t 3 and the corresponding representations Ψ -> G1 3 (Z) are given by the matrices A for cases 2,..., 5 and by A, B for the last case.
(2) This theorem explicitly describes the way in which the groups act by affine motions on R 3 . In order to put a metric of constant curvature
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zero on the space forms, that is, to make these motions rigid, we must impose certain metric conditions on the α, . But this does not concern us here.
THEOREM (2.2) X S ι ) given by the matrices in (2.3) respectively. In terms of complex coordinates these homeomorphisms can be described as follows:
Then M n 1 < / < 5, is the mapping torus construction
The torus bundle structure over S ] is given by Figure 3 . The last orientable flat space form M 6 , the so-called Hantzsche-Wendt manifold, is not a torus bundle over the 1-sphere. However, M 6 is the union of 2 copies of the orientable twisted /-bundle over the Klein bottle. , y) = (-x, -y) . The /-bundle structure is given by sliding down the ί-axis. Notice that S λ X S ι /(x 9 y) ~ τ(x, y) is the Klein bottle K and a torus. (See Figure 4 .) = 1 W t = o Vr""C*r - FIGURE 4 To see how M 6 is the union of 2 copies of W we first analyze the structure of G -π x (M 6 ). From the above description of G it follows that there is a decomposition of G as an amalgamated free product G } * ZΘZ G 2 , where G] = the subgroup generated by t l9 1 2 , α, G 2 = the subgroup generated by t } , t 2 , β.
In fact G λ ,G 2 are Klein bottle groups and M 6 decomposes as follows: We can summarize this construction as follows. Let W be an orientable twisted /-bundle over a Klein bottle. Then H X {W) =Z θ Z 2 , and H { (dW) = Z ® Z has a natural basis b 0 , b x such that, with respect to the inclusion i: dW -» W 9 t*(b 0 ) is a generator of 2Z and t^frj) is the non-zero element of Z 2 . Now let W Q9 W x be two copies of W and let φ: dW 0 -> dW x be an orientation preserving homeomorphism with φ*:
given by the matrix [? ~d ] with respect to the natural basis. Then M 6 = W Q U W x /x ~ φ(x).
Up to conjugacy a complete list of matrices of finite order in S1 2 (Z) is given by (2.3) . The corresponding list in G1 2 (Z) has 2 more representatives, namely
-?]
Note that although these matrices are similar over the ring Ί\\\ they are not similar over Z. The corresponding torus bundles over S ] turn out to be N l9 N 2 respectively. To see this for JV, we note that G -π x (N x ) satisfies an extension 1->ZΘZ-*G->Z->1, where Z Θ Z is generated by t 2 , t 3 and θ(e) is a generator of Z. Since εt 2 ε~ι = t 2 and εt 3 ε~ι = t^1 it follows that the matrix of this extension is We now have a complete list of conjugacy classes of matrices of finite order in G1 2 (Z). There are five orientable matrices leading to the space forms Af,,...,M 5 and two non-orientable matrices corresponding to N x , N 2 . The other space forms are not torus bundles over a circle. As noted above M 6 is the union of two twisted /-bundles over the Klein bottle.
The non-orientable space forms iV l9 ... ,JV 4 admit Klein bottle bundle structures (for a different approach see [4] ). In the following we derive explicit descriptions. First of all N x is homeomorphic to K X S\ where K is the Klein bottle. To see this note that The following are easy to verify: FIGURE 6 Finally it remains to describe the ^-bundle structure on N 4 . The fundamental group G -ir x (N 4 ) has the relations 
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(i) f(S ι X [0,1] X θ) = S0 X [0,1], in fact / induces a homeomor- phism S { X [0,1] X θ -> ^ X [0,1].
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We can summarize the preceding results as follows. Let ψ z : K -> K be homeomorphisms, / = 1, 2, 3, 4, so that the induced isomorphisms ψ /# on H λ (K) = Z θ Z 2 are given by the following "matrices": 
